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ABSTRACT
An analysis was conducted for into mesh oil jet lubrication with an
arbitrary offset and inclination angle from the pitch point for the case where
the oil jet velocity is equal to or greater than gear pitch line velocity.
Equations were developed for minimum and maximum oil jet impingement depth.
0
n;	 The analysis also included the minimum oil jet velocity required to impinge cn
the gear or pinion and the optimum oil jet velocity required to obtain the
best lubrication condition of maximum impingement depth and gear cooling. It
was shown that the optimum oil jet velocity for best lubrication and cooling
is when the oil jet velocity equals the gear pitch line velocity. When the
oil jet velocity is slightly greater than the pitch line velocity the loaded
side of the driven gear and the unloaded side of the pinion receive the best
lubrication and cooling with slightly less impingement depth. As the jet
velocity becomes much greater than the pitch line velocity the impingement
depth is considerably reduced and may completely miss the pinion.
INTRODUCTION
In the lubrication and cooling of gear teeth a variety of oil jet lubri-
cation schemes are sometimes used. A method _,ommonly used is a low pressure
low velocity oil jet directed at the ingoing mesh of the gears as was ana-
lysed in (1). Sometimes an oil jet is directed at the outgoing mesh at low
pressures. It was shown in (2) that the out of mesh lubrication method
provides a minimal impingement depth and low cooling of the gears due to the
short fling off time and fling off angle (3). In (4, 5) it was shown that a
radially directed oil jet near the out of mesh position with the right oil
pressure was the method that provided the best impingement depth. Reference
6 showed this to give the best cooling. However, 'there are still many cases
where into mesh lubrication is used with low oil jet pressure which does not
provide the optimum oil jet penetration and cooling. It should also be noted
that excessive into mesh lubrication can cause high losses in efficiency
from gear churning and trapping in the gear teeth (7). In (8) the case for
into mesh lubrication with oil jet velocity equal to or less than pitch line
velocity was analyzed and equations developed for impingement depth for
several jet velocities.
The objective of the work reported herein was to develop the analytical
methods for gear lubrication with the oil jet directed into mesh and with
the oil jet velocity equal to or greater than the pitch line velocity. When
the oil jet velocity is greater than the pitch line velocity for into mesh
lubrication the impingement depth is determined by the trailing end of the
jet after it has been cut off or chopped by the following tooth. The ana-
lysis is therfore somewhat different than Part I of this paper (8) for the
case where the oil jet velocity is less than the pitch line velocity. The
oil jet location should be offset from the pitch point with an inclined
A
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angle to obtain optimum cooling of both gear and pinion for other than one
to one gear ratios. The analysis presented herein assumes an arbitrary off-
set and inclination angle to obtain an optimum oil jet velocity for various
gear ratios. Further analysis is needed to determine the optimum offset and
inclination angle for various gear ratios.
ANALYSIS
The high speed cooling jet conditions discussed in this analysis are
used only when a range of duty cycle conditions dictate a wide operating
speed range with a constant oil jet velocity that must be suitable over the
whole range of speeds. Starting with Figured the sequence of events for
the pinion in the case where V  
1,
	 sec Bp is shown in Figures 1
through 4. Here, instead of tracking the head of the jet stream as in Part
I of this paper (8),, the trailing end or "tail" of the stream will be tracked
after it is chopped by the gear tooth (1). This is shown at "A" in Figure 3
to the final impingement at a depth 11 d p " on the pinion tooth (2) as shown
in Figure 4. Initial impingement on the pinion starts as the pinion top
land leading e:ge crosses the jet stream line with inclination angle set at
0  and offset Sp as shown in Figure 1.
The position of the pinion at this time is e, ,,, defined as (from
^„
Figure 1) :
ep3 = cos 1 (r s /ro ) — inv yop + inv 9	 (1)
where:
inv yop	 tan pop — yop
 and
Yop cos
-1 (r b/r O)
inv y = tan y — y
3	 r,
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Generally the arbitrarily set offset "S" for the gear establishes the value
of Bp f rom
sp = tan I ES/(R 2
 _ 
R2 )
1/2 ^ 	 (2)
Given op . then s 	 can be calculated from
Sp = [(r2 _ r2 cost sp) 1/2 + r sin spI sin o
p
	
(3)
so that:
rs	 r — Sp
The tail of this jet stream is finally chopped at "A" in Figure 3 by the
gear top land leading edge. The position of the gear at this time is
egl calculated,
egl = cos—i (R s /R o ) — inv yog + inv y	 (4)
where:
inv yog = tan `jog _. Yog
	
and
Yog = cos-1 (R b/Ro)
Then the position of the pinion at time equal to zero (t = 0) is calculated
from ( see Figure 3) :
op4 = m9egl + inv	 (5)
which locates the pinion at the time of the flight of the tail of the jet
stream when it is initiated. The jet tail continues to approach the trailing
side of the pinion tooth profile until it reaches the position shown in
Figure 4 when it terminates at time t = t f. The position of the pinion
at this time is calculated from (see Figure 4):
_1 L  cos o 
ep5 tan r^ pis i p + inv W pb	 ( 6)
4
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inv q)p5 = tan yp5 
— yp5
r
p5 = cos-1	
b	 ( 7)
[(r — Lp sin o
p 
) 2 + (L
P 
cos sp)21
The design solution to the problem of pinion cooling when I'd p " is specified
is to solve for the jet V j explicitly based on the fact that t f = tw
as shown in Part I of this paper. Thus, the required jet velocity is cal-
culated from:
2	
2 1/2
V — [( Ro — R s )	 see sp — LP1^'p
	 ( )j	 —	 $e p4	 ep5
where:
1/2
L p	 [(ro — dp ) 2 _ r2 cost sp I	 + r sin 
o 
	 (9)
The analysis solution to the problem when V 	 is specified
[V j (opt, U) p < Vi < -1 so that the resulting impingement depth dp, can
be calculated implicitly by solving iteratively for "L p" from (Figure 1):
2	 2 1/[
wp{(R2 — Rs )	 sec p — Lp} = (ep4 — ep5 )Vj	 then	 (10)
1/2
d p = r 
	 [(r — L  sin ap ) 2 + (Lp cos ap ) 2 ]	 (11)
Moving up along the velocity scale of Table 1 from wpr sec a 
	
V 
I'	 then it can be shown that the upper limit V j (Opt, U) for the "constant
impingement depth range" where d p = a, can be calculated for the pinion
e
from:
1/2
Vj (Opt, U) p = wg (Ro- 	 RS)	 sec 
sp/egl	 (12)
5
h
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Thus, if the jet velocity Vj f.S between the lower limit
Vj (Opt, L) p
 < Vj < Vj (Opt, U) p
 then the impingement depth will
be d  = a = 1/Pd on at least one side of the tooth profile. If
.-	 -V^ - wp r sec ap exactly then d .^ a on both sides of the tooth
profile. Increasing the jet velocity above Vj (Opt, U) p reduces the
u
impingement depth dp until at V.(max) p the tail of the jet chopped
by the gear tooth is moving so fast as to be just missed by the pinion top
land leading edge "A'" in Figure 6 when mg > mg (crit), The upper limit
critical gear ratio, as a function of N 
	 and assuming VJ(max) p ^m,
may be calculated from:
	
_I Np	 -1 N cos T
cos	 +	 i nv cos	 p	 + inv	 + ,r/N - 2 B /N
	
Nom' -
	
NP +	 p	 p P
m g(cr t) _ ----1 m crit N +
	 d 	 N cos 41
(13)
cos	 p	
—inv cos-h
	+ inv y
mg Grit + 2
	 Np + 2/mg crit
where:
Np = [Np cos2 S
p 
— ((Np + 2) 2
 - N 22 cost sp) 1/2 sin s p y	 (14)
and
Sp = tan71 fS  Pd /[mg (crit)Np (1 - PdS) 2 	 ( Pd S) 2
] 1/2 }	 (15)
and
(S/So)[mg(crit) — 1]
PdS =	 (16)
	
_ mg cri	 +
when S = So and	 app, Vj (max)p
 <	 the mg (crit) ceases to exist.
When the maximum jet stream velocity (V.
	 V.(max) p ) is reached,
the initial position of the pinion as the gear tooth chops the tail of the
jet stream may be calculated from (see Figure 5)
op6 = m g og l - n/N p — inv y + inv yop + 2 B p /N p	(17)
6
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and the final position at the point "A" in Figure 6 is calculated from:
z
r
e op = cos 
1 1,
0
The maximum jet velocity may then be calculated from:
2	 2 1/2	 2	 2 1/2
V.(max) — WP[ ( R o — Rs)	 sec pi - (r^o — r5)	 sec sp7	 (18)
J	 p —
	 6p6 	 eop
Therefore, when Vi > V j (max) p, d  = 0, if m g > m9 (crit). Also if
S = S o and 
s = p  = app' then 
Vj (max) p	Vj(max)p = Vj (Opt, U)
then Vj (max) p is set equal to V^(Opt, U). Stated differently, when
Vj (Opt, U) is greater than or equal to the calculated V j (max) p then
Vj (max) p no longer physically represents the solution and V i (Opt, U)
L
is the maximum value that can be allowed for Vj.
Again, it should be noted that the selection or ,
 specification for Vj
must be kept within the bounds of w pr sec sp and Equation (18) if
impingement on the trailing side of the tooth profile is desired.
The Equations (8) through (18) have been summarized on Table 1 on a
t
velocity scale to add graphic visibility to their usability range.
The Gear — When the Jet Velocity is Greater than Pitch Line Velocity
(V j > W  sec sp)
The sequence of events for the gear in the case where V
i
 > w 
9 
R sec o 
is shown in Figures 5, 7, and 8. Again, instead of tracking the head, the
trailing end or "tail" of the jet stream will be tracked after it is chopped
at time (t = 0) as shown at "A" in, Figure 7 to the final impingement point
at a depth "dg " at time t = tW
 as shown in Figure 8. The position of
the pinion at time (t = 0) may be calculated from e p3 , defined above.
r
1
The associated gear position can be calculated from:
E
a!'	 7
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vg6 = (op3/mg )	 inv	 (119)
which locates the gear at the time (t = 0) when the flight of the tail of
the jet stream is initiated (see Figure 7). The position of the gear when
the jet stream tail is terminated on the gear may be calculated from:
L cos s
e gg = tan-1	
—si- n	 + inv Y g7	 (20)
9	 p
ft
where
inv qg7 = tan y97 - Tg7
CPg7 = cos 1	
R b	 (21)
C(R + Lg sin s p ) 2 + ( Lg cos 9p)2]
as shown in Figure 8 at time (t = tw).
Once again, when 0 < s  < 0 p and 0 < S < S o ; the analysis solu-
tion to the problem of cooling the gear is constrained by the jet velocity
limits for the pinion to maintain impingement on same. And, as explained
above, a given "gear mesh" must have a common jet velocity. Accordingly, a
given impingement depth is selected for the pinion. Then, the associated
jet velocity Vip is solved for this velocity which can then be used to
find the associated gear impingement depth " dg ". Thus, after finding
Vjp , solve for L 	 iteratively from:
2	
r2)C(ro 	 s )	 sec ap .- L9 ]wg 	 ( eg6	 eg 7 )vj p 	 (22)
and
dg = R  - C(R + L  sin sp) 2 + (Lg cos sp) 2
' 1^2	 (23)
for V
i
(opt, U) p < V  < Vj(max)p.
8
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The design solution to the problem when V j (min) g < Vj < V,(max)g
may be calculated from:
	
2_ r2) 	 2	 2	 2	 1/2
V	
C(r
° 	
rs )	 sec. ap	 g	 p— (( Ro _ d) _ R cos _s)	 ^ R sin sp]^	
24
eg6	 eg7
with the additional restriction that V j (Opt, U) g < V j < Vj (max) g = Vj(max)p.
As for the others, Equation (24) is shown placed on the velocity scale of
Table 2.
Also if Vj is specified within the range allowed for Vjp for
Equation (8) and (24), then dg can be calculated implicitly by solving
iteratively for " L g " from:
22 1/2[(ro — r2 112
	
sec a p — L g ^mg = ( eg6 — eg7 ) Vjp	 and	 (25)
1/2
dg = R  — [(R + L  sin a p ) 2 + ( L9 cos 0p)21	 (26)
When the Jet Velocity is Equal to Pitch Line Velocity (v j = m9R sec Bp)
Continuing up the velocity scale of Table 2 from V j = m gR sec 0 
it can be shown that the upper limit for the constant impingement depth
range, where dg = a, can be calculated for the gear from:
V j (Opt, U)g
	
p[( ro — rS 1/2)sec s p ) /ep3	 (27)
Thus, if the jet velocity Vj is between Vj (Opt, L) g
 < Vj <Vj (0pt, U)g,
the impingement depth will be d g _ a = 1/P d on at least one side of the
gear tooth profile. If ^j = w9R sec g  exactly, the d  = "a" on both
sides of the tooth profile.0.
i
9
if
it
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Increasing the jet velocity above Vj ( OX 09 reduces the impinge-
ment depth d g until V  = Vj(max) 9 . When S < So, the tail of the
jet chopped by the gear tooth is moving so fast as to be just missed by the
pinion top land so that d  = 0 and m g = mg (lim). When S = S o and
Vj(max) g * -, then dp * 0.
The initial position of the gear when it chops the tail of the leading
jet stream is eg, as defined above when mg > m9 (crit) and as shown
in Figure 5 (for S = 0). The limit position at "A" in Figure 6 as the jet
tail just misses the pinion top land is calculated from:
0 g = ( ep3/m9) + n/N g + 2 B g/N g	(28)
Vj(max) g in gear paramet p,`s may be calculated from:
1/2	 1/2
J
	
R`)	 (r` - r2 )	 a sec s
V •(max)9
	
e91 - eg8
g	 o	 s	 o	 s	 p	 (m g 4 1)
	
(29)
Note that as Vj (max) 9
 > - for mg
 < mg (crit) and when mg > mg(crit)
then Vj (max) g is finite at d  = 0.
The impingement distance L 9 (max) when V  = Vj (max) 9 may be
iterated from:
2	 2 1/2
wg [(ro - rs )	 sec o  - L9 (max)] = (e g6097) Vj (max) g
	(30)
Then when S < So
d g = d9 (`min, b/ = R o - [R + L 9(max) sin 0]2 + [L 9 (max) cos s]2 
1/2
(31)
if Vj (max) g < Vj (Opt, U) Chen set V
i
(max) 9 equal to Vj (Opt, U).
Also, it should be observed that since only one V jp can be used, we must
set Equations (18) and (29) equal: V j (max) p = V 
i
(max) 9 for the given
mg, making the design mg = m 9(lim) when mg > m9(crit).
C
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SUMMARY
An analysis was conducted for into mesh oil jet lubrication Mith an
arbitrary offset and inclination angle from the pitch point for the case
E
where the oil jet velocity is equal to or greater than pitch line velocity.
Equations were developed for minimum and maximum oil jet impingement depths.
R
The equations were also developed for the maximum oil jet velocity allowed
so as to impinge on the pinion and the optimum oil jet velocity required to
obtain the best lubrication condition of maximum impingement depth and gear
tooth cooling.
	 The following results were obtained;
^x
1.	 The optimum operating condition for best lubrication and cooling is
1
exactly provided when the jet velocity is equal to pitch line velocity
i
Vj = Vg sec ep = wpr sec ap 	 NI R sec s	 whereby both sides of the
pinion and gear will be wetted and the maximum impingement depth to the '€
z
pitch line is obtained.
^i
2.	 When the jet velocity is slightly gre ter than the pitch line velocity
wpr sec ap < Vj < Vj (Opt, U)	 the loaded side of the driven gear is
favored and receives the best cooling with a slightly less oil impinge_
ment than when V	 wr sec
,t	
j	 p
 ap.
3. As the jet velocity becomes much greater than the pitch line velocity
Vj (Opt, U) < V j < Vj (max) p the impingement depth is considerably
reduced. As a result, the pinion may be completely missed by the
lubricant so that no direct cooling of the pinion is provided when
V.	
p
(max) < V..
^	 —
Y
i
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NOMENCLATURE
a 1/Pd or (1 * e N/2)/Pd	: addendum
bp , b  pinion and gear backlash respectively
Bp ,
B 
total, pinion, gear backlash at 	 Pd = 1
up , dg radial impingement depth
bp ,
b 
2BP/Np9 2B9/N9
Lp ,
L 
pinion, gear final
	
impingement distance
L ig intermediate impingement distance
mg Ng/Np = R/r = wp /wG = gear ratio
Np , Ng number of teeth in pinion, gear
AN differential number of teeth
P., diametral pitch
I" k pinion and gear pitch radii
ra, R
perpendicular distance from pinion, gear center to jet line
r s , Rs distance along line of centers to jet line origin
rX , RX distance along line of centers to jet line
intersection at x
ro, R o pinion and gear outside circle diameter
rb , Rb pinion and gear base radii
S, So , Sp arbitrary jet nozzle offset to intersect O.D.'s. Offset
for pinion only
t time
tf ,
t 
time of flight, rotation
V 
= Vg linear velocity of pinion and gear at pitch line
Vj , Ujp oil jet velocity, general, pinion controlled
x distance from offset perpendicular to jet line intersection
it
4
1,2
n4=
v
Ymax)p	 maximum velocity at which d  = 0
	 =
Vj (min) p	minimum velocity at which d  = 0
a	 arbitrary oil jet inclination angle
0 
	 constrained inclination angle
Opp	 inclination angle for pitch point Intersection
T	 pressure angle at pitch circles
pi	 gi
	 pinion and gear pressure angle at points specified at i
wp, 
W 
	
pinion and gear angular velocities
inv q,
	
tan y - 9	 involute function at pitch point or
operating pressure angle
Vj (opt, U) p	upper limit jet velocity to impingement at pitch line
i
ii
:t
rx
fY}
^f
{}j
N
u'
{ c
e:-
L'
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